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Abstract

Childhood obesity is now a global health epidemic, yet the obligations of states to prevent obesity through fulfillment of the right to health have received limited consideration. This article examines the childhood obesity recommendations of the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child (the committee on the CRC), the Special Rapporteur on the right to health, and the UN High Commissioner on Human Rights. It suggests how their engagement might be strengthened. It concludes that the final report of the World Health Organization’s Commission on Ending Childhood Obesity could provide the committee on the CRC with a more systematic basis for advising and assessing preventive measures taken by states. Moreover, while the interim report envisages a central role for states in childhood obesity prevention, it pays inadequate attention to their obligations under international human rights law. It is hoped that this will be remedied in the final report through the adoption of a child-centered approach inspired by the rights to health and play, and the general principles of the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC).
Introduction

Childhood obesity rates have doubled (in some cases, tripled) in developed countries over the past 30 years.1 The World Health Organization (WHO) estimates that there are approximately 42 million children with obesity, with rates rising fastest in middle-income countries.2 However, obesity prevention has received little attention as a health concern triggering rights obligations.3 Obesity is considered to be primarily an issue of individual or parental responsibility with a nascent role for public health.4 Existing public health measures focus on informing individuals about healthy eating and exercise.5 Such measures are insufficient and benefit the middle classes disproportionately, conversely increasing inequality among immigrants and low-income families, who are already vulnerable to obesity.6

In light of this perceived gap, this paper analyzes the approach of the committee on the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) toward childhood obesity from a right to health perspective. Child rights can add legal and moral impetus to public health measures.7 Furthermore, rights can reframe health as a shared responsibility of the state, parents, and child.8 Given the acknowledged role of human rights in HIV/AIDS prevention, and to a lesser extent in tobacco control, human rights norms should be explored as a framework for responding to childhood obesity.9

The paper introduces the CRC and its position under international human rights law in relation to the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR).10 It analyzes the right to health, through the work of the CRC and ICESCR committees and other UN bodies, to elucidate state obligations in relation to childhood obesity. Finally, recommendations are made for greater engagement of the committee on the CRC with childhood obesity through comprehensive fulfillment of the right to health, and increased emphasis on the right to play and the general principles of the CRC. Furthermore, the recent interim report of the WHO Commission on Ending Childhood Obesity (ECHO) is examined, and a child rights approach in line with the CRC is recommended.11

Method

The approach is to analyze the current state of the art, while recommending measures to further obesity prevention through comprehensive fulfillment of the rights to health and play. The right to health is scrutinized because childhood obesity measures are always justified, at least in part, by the effect of obesity on the health of the child. Similarly, the right to play is examined because sedentary behavior and lack of physical exercise contribute to childhood obesity.12 The primary emphasis is on the CRC, as it defines rights from a child-centered perspective.13 The article analyzes the committee on the CRC and CESCR non-binding interpretations of states’ obligations under the treaties (General Comments). This paper also considers the specific recommendations of the committee on the CRC to European Union states in relation to childhood obesity. These findings are supplemented by reports of the Special Rapporteur on the right to health and the United Nations High Commissioner on Human Rights (High Commissioner). While important human rights protectors, states are not bound to follow their recommendations.

The paper focuses on the obligations of high income-states, as they experience the highest burden of non-communicable diseases.14 Furthermore, as state obligations to socioeconomic rights are resource-bound (discussed below), it appears from a plain reading of the treaties that obligations are weightier on developed states.15 Obesity measures are likely to fall outside the scope of the treaties’ minimum core, and thus may carry more weight in countries with a high level of resources.

The Convention on the Rights of the Child

Children under the CRC are acknowledged as “fully fledged beneficiaries of human rights.”16 However, their parents and guardians have the “primary responsibility for the upbringing and development of the child,” and the state should respect parental rights and duties.17 For example, parents are principally obligated to secure an adequate standard of health, food, and opportunities to play for their children. Secondary to parental obligations, the
state must provide appropriate assistance to parents and legal guardians, as well as the development of "institutions, facilities and services for the care of the children."18

The interplay of these obligations raises interesting questions in extreme cases of childhood obesity. For example, there have been a number of cases in the US and UK where a child with severe obesity was taken into protective custody.19 Parental rights are conditional, and are subject to limitations. Thus, the state must protect children from neglect or abuse, although children should only be separated from their parents where it is in their best interests.20 The loose wording of the CRC does not detail the level of harm necessary to justify removing a child from his or her legal guardians. However, separation must be in the child’s best interests, as determined by a competent authority subject to judicial review, and in accordance with applicable law and procedures.21 In the case of childhood obesity, it has been suggested that criteria should include “(1) a high likelihood that serious imminent harm will occur; (2) a reasonable likelihood that coercive state intervention will result in effective treatment; and (3) the absence of alternative options for addressing the problem.”22 Factors such as unwillingness to engage with treatment, failing to bring the child to medical appointments, and ignoring dietary advice could indicate neglect.23 On the other hand, it should be noted that there seems to be inadequate data to establish that children in protection lose weight.24

Child rights contributes through emphasizing that children are rights holders who should only be removed from their families as a last resort, and that their views should be included in determining their best interests. Child protection authorities should, where necessary, work with families to address the causes of the child’s dangerous weight and to inform them on healthy meals and exercise. In the small amount of cases where it is in the child’s best interests to be removed from their family, the removal should be as temporary as possible, with support provided and the ultimate aim to reunite the family. Furthermore, as children’s capacities evolve, their autonomy increases, and as a result, so does the state’s obligation to respect their health decisions. A child of sufficient age and maturity, like an adult, may adopt a lifestyle that is not optimal for his or her health and development. This should be subject to less intrusion from the state than for a very young child who is dependent on his or her parents, and has a lower capacity to make decisions about his or her health. Finally, as will now be explored, child rights allow that full responsibility should not be placed on parents; the state, schools, and media also have obligations in fulfilling the rights to health and play.

International legal obligations

The CRC is almost universally ratified; only the United States has failed to ratify it.25 States parties are legally bound to “respect and ensure” the rights contained within.26 While the International Covenants separate civil and political and socioeconomic rights into two treaties with different operative paragraphs, the CRC incorporates both “categories” of rights. Under Article 4 of the CRC, states parties accept the obligation to take “all appropriate legislative, administrative, and other measures for the implementation” of all rights. Although commentators acknowledge that it will take time for developing states to implement all rights, only in the case of socioeconomic rights is realization limited “to the maximum extent of their available resources.”27 In comparison, under Article 2 of the ICESCR, states must take steps, to the maximum of their available resources, with a view to achieving progressively the full realization of socioeconomic rights. The drafting history of the CRC suggests that states wished to maintain the model whereby civil and political rights are immediately enforceable and socioeconomic rights are resource bound.28 This position is supported by the committee on the CRC.29 However, Nolan argues that references to progressive realization during the drafting of the CRC are “patchy” and received “limited attention.”30 She suggests that the committee on the CRC needs to interpret the Convention on its own merits, rather than simply “copy and pasting’ the approach of other supervisory bodies.”31
Thus, it may convincingly be argued that state obligations to socioeconomic rights under the CRC are less flexible than those under the ICESCR, given the more emphatic wording of Article 4. This viewpoint is further supported by the vulnerabilities of children, who are often powerless to secure their rights. However, the expertise of the ICESCR committee should not be dismissed, particularly as the rights contained therein apply to both adults and children, and include some child-focused elements. Therefore, the ICESCR’s provisions remain important when implementing the right to health under the CRC but should be considered in light of its guiding principles.

Child rights approach(es)

The best interests of the child as a primary consideration, the right to life, survival and development, non-discrimination and participation are considered the central building blocks when interpreting obligations in a child-rights approach. The committee on the CRC advocates that the general principles should be implemented into law and reflected subsequently in laws and policies. Although beginning as a didactic tool, the four principles are now endorsed by certain states, intergovernmental organizations, non-governmental organizations, and children’s rights experts. These principles can be applied to “analyse governmental progress toward implementation” of rights as they provide “the normative framework to guide the design, implementation and evaluation of health care and related policies by identifying the entitlements to which all children are eligible by virtue of their status as human beings.”

Interdependence and indivisibility, accountability and universality have also been acknowledged as important principles to be considered when implementing a child-rights approach.

Council of Europe Member States have moreover committed to “child-friendly” health care guidelines, wherein states pledge to integrate child rights into a practical framework. The Guidelines emphasize that children must give their consent to interventions. Where they do not have capacity, their opinion must still be taken into account in line with age and maturity. At a broader level, children should be informed and consulted on structural health care issues. This echoes the committee on the CRC’s General Comment on participation, wherein it highlights that states should introduce measures to enable children “to contribute their views and experiences to the planning and programming of services for their health and development.”

Children should have equitable access to health care (including prevention, promotion, and protection) and specific health care needs of vulnerable groups of children should be addressed. Where rights and interests conflict, the best interests of the child acts as a method of determination. Thus, the Guidelines highlight that children’s rights and needs must be at the center of health care responses, and that children should be empowered as active agents of change and people in their own right, not passive recipients of beneficence.

The right to health

Turning first to the ICESCR, under Article 12, states parties recognize “the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health.” Under the CRC, states parties also recognize the right to “facilities for the treatment of illness and rehabilitation of health.” States must work toward all children having access to health care services. They commit to a number of steps for the full realization of the right, including “the prevention, treatment and control of epidemic, endemic, occupational and other diseases.” As with the ICESCR, the CRC requires states to strive toward a number of goals of particular importance to children, including combating disease and malnutrition, encouraging breastfeeding, and ensuring all, including parents and children, receive information, education, and support with regard to child health and nutrition. The goals have been criticized for providing too little guidance to states. Similarly, health has been described as “a very broad and subjective concept influenced by a
variety of factors, including geographic, cultural and socioeconomic ones." The wording of both treaties therefore requires greater analysis.

The ICESCR committee specified that the obligation to take steps requires that these are “deliberate, concrete and targeted as clearly as possible towards meeting the obligations recognized in the Covenant.” Furthermore, states should move as “expeditiously and effectively” as possible toward full realization of the rights. This includes, but is not limited to, “all appropriate means,” such as “judicial or other remedies,” and “administrative, financial, educational, and social measures.” The CRC adds that “visible cross-sectorial coordination to recognize and realize children’s rights across government, between different levels of government and between government and civil society” is required. It particularly highlights the role of legislative measures, such as enshrining the general principles in law, rendering the rights justiciable, assessing proposed legislation’s compliance with the CRC and impact on child rights, and the collection of disaggregated data on children.

The ICESCR committee holds that all rights impose “a minimum core obligation to ensure the satisfaction of, at the very least, minimum essential levels of each of the rights.” As noted above, the obligations toward children should be considered in light of the guiding principles in law, rendering the rights justiciable, assessing proposed legislation’s compliance with the CRC and impact on child rights, and the collection of disaggregated data on children.

The ICESCR committee interpreted the right to health as not a “right to be healthy,” but extending to the “underlying determinants of health,” among others “an adequate supply of safe food,” “nutrition,” and healthy occupational and environmental conditions. Both committees consider the right to health underpinned by the principles of availability, accessibility, acceptability, and quality. Availability requires functioning public health and health care facilities in sufficient quantity. Accessibility includes non-discrimination, and physical, economic, and information accessibility. Acceptability mandates that health services take full account of child needs and those of vulnerable groups. Finally, quality requires that the health system adequately meets the needs of the population it serves, in terms of facilities, treatment, drugs, and staff. Furthermore, the fulfillment of these criteria should be monitored.

In its General Comment, the committee on the CRC interpreted health under Article 24 as not only including access to health services but also the right of children to grow and develop to “their full potential and live in conditions that enable them to attain the highest standard of health through the implementation of programs that address the underlying determinants of health.” Thus, both committees recognize that access to health care alone is insufficient and must be coupled with broader environment based public health measures. The state’s obligations under health are
complemented by the aims of education, which the committee on the CRC has highlighted should aid children in developing “life skills,” including the ability to make “well-balanced decisions” and “develop a healthy lifestyle.”

**Obesity-specific recommendations**

In its General Comment on the Right to Health, the committee on the CRC called on states to address obesity in children through limiting exposure to fast foods. The committee recommended the marketing of such foods be regulated and their availability in schools and child-specific places restricted. Furthermore, in their latest Concluding Observations, the committee expressed concern and recommended state action to prevent obesity to eight European Union Member States. In their latest report to the committee on the CRC, 16 EU Member States (out of a possible 27 at the time) referenced measures taken to combat obesity under their efforts to realize the right to health. This suggests that states consider that they have obligations to prevent obesity under the CRC.

In the case of Denmark, the committee on the CRC “remained concerned” and recommended the state strengthen its efforts, particularly through access to health advice, healthy food, and opportunities to take part in physical activity. It also recommended state engagement with the media and food industry. As suggested by O’Flaherty, these non-prescriptive recommendations should be given consideration, but cannot be seen as strictly binding without a clearer and more analytical investigation.

The tentative interpretation is complemented by reports of other UN bodies that have explored human rights obligations of all states in relation to child obesity. In 2012, following a request to prepare a report on the right of the child to health, the High Commissioner drew attention to over-nutrition. The High Commissioner focused on children’s access to adequate nutrition and physical exercise, with parental education, regulation of advertising, and the promotion of healthful foods recommended as strategies to limit exposure to unhealthful foods. The High Commissioner’s approach reflected existing initiatives that focus on information provision and did not propose imaginative steps.

Interestingly, there was an acknowledgment of the stigmatization of children with obesity, although strategies to address this were not explored. Furthermore, the report encouraged media organizations “to promote health and healthy lifestyles among children,” provide free advertising space for health promotion, and avoid health-related stigma. However, the High Commissioner did not explore the role of the state in guiding or regulating the media. In light of the best interests principle, states should engage with the media to ensure a balance between harmful stigma and necessary, beneficial information.

Finally, in April 2014, the Special Rapporteur on the right to health, Anand Grover, submitted a report to the Human Rights Council entitled “Unhealthy foods, non-communicable diseases and the right to health.” He emphasized the state’s obligation to ensure availability and accessibility of food in the necessary quantity and quality. Grover recognized that while states must respect the right of individuals to make informed decisions about health, this must not be used to justify a “disengaged approach” to regulating the food industry. Again, it was suggested that states ensure access to sufficient information through nutrition guidelines and labelling.

The Special Rapporteur went further than the High Commissioner, encouraging states to increase taxes on unhealthful foods and reduce prices of healthful foods. The Special Rapporteur urged States strongly to “implement their obligations according to children’s right to health” through measures such as “effective health education and awareness” aimed at children, provision of healthful food in child-centered institutions, limiting access to fast food and drinks, and regulating advertising and marketing of “unhealthy food and beverages.” Furthermore, the Special Rapporteur recommended statutory regulation or collaboration between industry and government to address marketing of high-fat, sugar, and salt (HFSS) foods.

The Special Rapporteur stated that the food
industry also has an obligation to respect the right to health, although the primary obligation is on governments. Private industry was encouraged to adopt standards to improve nutrition quality and increase product labelling and information. The Special Rapporteur highlighted the vulnerabilities of children and low-income groups. Although the Special Rapporteur’s reports are not legally binding, the Human Rights Council calls on states to give consideration to the recommendations.

Recommendations

The role of the committee on the CRC

The text of the conventions, the analyses of the committees, the High Commissioner, and the Special Rapporteur suggest states should take measures to prevent childhood obesity in order to fulfill their obligations under the right to health. In its General Comment on the right to health, the committee on the CRC recognized that the obligation to combat disease includes taking action to prevent obesity. Furthermore, the High Commissioner has drawn attention to childhood obesity. However, neither has analyzed the material obligations that the right to health places on states in regard to childhood obesity. The Special Rapporteur has engaged the most concretely and recognizes the need for state support while avoiding disproportionate intrusion. All bodies have drawn particular attention to the regulation of marketing to children, although not consistently endorsing a regulatory approach, which is seemingly justified in the best interests of the child. While this is an important area, it is alone insufficient to significantly reduce obesity rates.

To date, the treaty body recommendations have provided limited leadership—mainly narrow or generally worded recommendations expressing “concern.” These cannot be considered strictly binding on states as they provide limited guidance on concrete obligations to ensure compliance with the treaty. As the interpretations are soft law, they require greater rigor to guide states, bearing in mind that states have a wide margin of appreciation in areas of policy. The higher the quality of the recommendations produced, the more regard and scrutiny they may be likely to receive. However, given the responsibility to apply treaty obligations in good faith and that it is in the state’s interest to tackle childhood obesity, the states in question should give active consideration to these recommendations.

According to Kaelin, the principle of good faith suggests that States, at a minimum, take note of recommendations on policies and strategies to enhance human rights implementation, examine whether they want to implement them and provide the treaty body with some kind of reasoning during the follow-up procedure or the next reporting cycle if they decide not to do so.

The right to play and leisure

The right to play and leisure should also be considered in obesity prevention. This right has recently received more attention in the form of a General Comment by the committee on the CRC and a resolution of the Human Rights Council. Under the CRC, play and leisure are rights in themselves, but also means by which children’s health, development, and education can be secured. In its General Comment, the committee distilled the main elements of Article 31 as the rights to rest, leisure time, non-compulsory play, voluntarily chosen recreational activities, cultural life and arts, participation (subject to best interests), and age-appropriate activities. As with other rights, states should respect play and leisure through non-interference, protect children from violations by third parties, and take positive steps to secure access and opportunities to enjoy the rights. For example, the state should strive to provide parks and playgrounds and maintain them to a safe standard. In order to be fully realized, play requires support from the state, parents, teachers, and society at large. The committee on the CRC suggests that best interests and gathering children’s views should be applied to decision making on risks.

In its General Comment, the committee noted that some groups of children are vulnerable and need extra support to secure their rights. Although not expressly mentioned, children with obesity...
should be given adequate consideration. On the one hand, physical activity is beneficial for all children and obese children should not be singled out, in line with the state’s obligation to avoid discrimination based on other status, including health status. On the other hand, studies illustrate that children with obesity feel especially uncomfortable in physical activities as many have low body confidence or have been bullied due to their weight. Suggested strategies include anti-bullying programs, appropriate PE clothing, private changing areas, training for PE teachers, and minimizing pressure in physical activity settings. Children suggest more unstructured play and choice in games at school. Finally, although the right to play and leisure has the potential to contribute to the prevention of obesity, the right should be fulfilled on its own merit and not solely as a means to an end.

The interim report of the commission on ending childhood obesity

WHO has appointed the ECHO to report on the interventions that are likely to be most effective in preventing and treating childhood and adolescent obesity around the world. The aim of its final report is to devise a comprehensive strategy of policy options and accountability. Firstly, as it is outside the expertise and resources of the committee on the CRC to study childhood obesity policy in great detail, the report may provide the committee with a basis for recommendations on childhood obesity. Therefore, it should make use of available resources and draw states’ attention to WHO guidelines on childhood obesity. Secondly, as the commission is seeking input, this is an opportunity for collaboration between WHO and the committee on the CRC through mainstreaming the right to health and child rights generally.

In its interim report, the commission outlines a wide range of potential policy options. Many of the suggestions are in line with the right to health approach and the recommendations described above. Firstly, the recommendations are explicitly state centric—focusing on the state’s responsibilities and central role. Furthermore, it recognizes the need to include parents and caregivers in interventions. Secondly, the interim report supports a multi-sectorial response, including all areas of government, not simply the health department. Echoing the central focus of human rights, the ECHO highlights the need to focus on vulnerable groups that are excluded and marginalized and to include gender and equity perspectives. There is also recognition of stigmatization, although the state’s role in preventing this is not addressed.

Similar to the respect, protect, and fulfill typology, ECHO divides recommendations under the headings “inform,” “enable,” and “protect.” It emphasizes the need for information and advice, complemented by positive action such as fiscal policies, marketing regulation, access to natural spaces, ensuring physical activity as part of the school curriculum, adequate facilities, and modifying the school environment. ECHO suggests the reduction of unhealthy foods, including through the regulation of marketing, acknowledging that regulatory approaches are likely to be necessary. It also suggests taxation measures, while noting the possible need to offset with subsidies the impact on low-income consumers.

Furthermore, the interim report underlines the importance of primary health care and health care worker training. ECHO places particular emphasis on the built environment, echoing the responsibility to address the underlying determinants of health. The interim report highlights that obesity is not the child’s choice and must be tackled “independent from considerations of political philosophy.” Finally, it emphasizes the need to develop accountability mechanisms, which will be further investigated by the Ad hoc Working Group on Implementation, Monitoring and Accountability for Ending Childhood Obesity.

While the interim report is far-reaching in the role it envisages for states in childhood obesity prevention and treatment, it fails to adequately incorporate state responsibilities under international human rights law. It refers briefly to rights in the context of the state’s “moral responsibility,” asserting that “tackling childhood obesity clearly resonates with the universal acceptance of the rights of children to a healthy life as well as the obligations
assumed by States Parties to the Convention on the Rights of the Child. 112 This sidesteps the binding legal obligations upon states to respect and ensure the rights to health and play, and suggests that rights are only moral obligations.

Furthermore, the interim report fails to incorporate the provisions and principles of the CRC. First, the interim report is not child-centered. 113 A child-oriented plan should include the four principles of the CRC, that is, the child’s best interests as a primary consideration, non-discrimination, participation, and the right to life and development. 114 The interim report fails to incorporate the best interests test and child participation in particular. Children do not appear to have been consulted in drawing up the interim report, nor do the recommendations call upon states to do so. There is a growing body of research suggesting that children’s participation strengthens health outcomes. 115

Second, the committee on the CRC has emphasized “sufficient and reliable data collection, disaggregated to enable identification of discrimination and/or disparities in the realization of rights, is an essential part of implementation.” 116 Thus, data on childhood obesity should be segregated by, for example, race, color, sex, age, language, religion, geographical area, national or social origin, physical or mental disability, nationality, marital and family status, economic and social situation. 117 Despite the links between social circumstances and obesity, the interim report does not suggest the gathering of disaggregated data. Furthermore, states should be encouraged to fix obesity targets. One methodology involves choosing indicators and setting benchmarks at the national level, followed by discussion between the committee and the state, and finally, conducting an assessment at the arranged time. 118

Third, to ensure accountability, the impact of the policies proposed on the child should be evaluated from an epidemiological and rights standpoint. An assessment of access to health care, including financial and social barriers, should be conducted with children, keeping obesity specifically in mind. As outlined in the General Comments, children should have access to health care that is acceptable, accessible, appropriate, and of sufficient quality. Furthermore, under the Council of Europe “Guidelines on Child-Friendly Health Care”, Member States have pledged to uphold dignity, participation, equitable access to quality health care, and best interests of the child. 119

Finally, the implementation of the right to health should be suggested as a means of accountability. On the one hand, through strategic litigation, rights could be used to, for example, argue for greater nutritional protection of food in public procurement. The new Optional Protocols of both the ICESCR and the CRC could also increase accountability at an international level. On the other hand, causality in health conditions such as obesity is notoriously difficult to prove. 120 Furthermore, justice for an individual may in some cases affect group rights. 121 Therefore non-judicial mechanisms for oversight such as national human rights commissions must be explored. The committee on the CRC has highlighted the need for such mechanisms to be accessible and child friendly. 122

Conclusion
It has been argued that preventing childhood obesity will require greater awareness and analysis of the obligations under the rights to health and play. Its increasing prevalence in middle-income states adds moral justifications for high-income states’ increased commitment. In light of the lack of clarity of state obligations, it is recommended that the committee on the CRC takes a leadership role in further elucidating and crystallizing the obligations of States Parties. A human rights framework provides for a minimum uniform response from states. Given the fluidity of borders and the prevalence of obesity, a common response in areas such as marketing to children may be most effective. A rights-based approach has its foundation in international law, not beneficence or political ideology. It can support public health by “providing additional tools to motivate governments to act to achieve public health goals” and reframe health concerns “into political claims, and a social movement that can press such claims.” 123
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